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We study coherent states associated with a generalized uncertainty principle (GUP). We separately analyze
the cases of positive and negative deformation parameter β, showing that the ensuing probability distribution
is a Tsallis distribution whose nonextensivity parameter q is monotonically related to β. Moreover, for β < 0

(corresponding to q < 1), we reformulate the GUP in terms of a one-parameter class of Tsallis entropy-
power-based uncertainty relations, which are again saturated by the GUP coherent states. We argue that this
combination of coherent states with Tsallis entropy offers a natural conceptual framework allowing one to
study the quasiclassical regime of GUP in terms of nonextensive thermodynamics. We substantiate our claim
by discussing the generalization of Verlinde’s entropic force and ensuing implications in the late-inflation
epoch. The corresponding dependence of the β parameter on cosmological time is derived for the reheating
epoch. The obtained β is consistent with values predicted by both string-theory models and the naturalness
principle. Further salient issues, including the derivation of new β-dependent expressions for the lowest
possible value of the spin and Immirzi parameter in loop quantum gravity and the connection of our proposal
with the Magueijo-Smolin doubly special relativity are also discussed. This article provides a more extended
and comprehensive treatment of our recent article [Phys. Rev. D 105, L121501 (2022)].
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle (HUP)—the
cornerstone of quantum mechanics (QM)—provides an
intrinsic limitation to the simultaneous knowledge of
position and momentum of any quantum system. While
working successfully in the low-energy regime, it is
expected to be modified approaching the Planck scale,
due to quantum gravitational effects possibly coming into
play. Several models of quantum gravity, such as string
theory, loop quantum gravity, quantum geometry, and
doubly special relativity, have converged on the idea that
the HUP should be generalized so as to account for the
emergence of a minimal length at the Planck scale. The
ensuing uncertainty relations are typically referred to as
generalized uncertainty principles (GUPs).

The simplest version of GUP can be obtained by adding
a term quadratic in the momentum uncertainty over the
standard Heisenberg limit [1–12], i.e.,

δxδp ≥
ℏ
2

�
1þ β

δp2

m2
p

�
; ð1Þ

where mp ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏc=G

p
≈ 2.2 × 10−8 Kg is the Planck mass

and with c ¼ 1. The (dimensionless) β parameter quantifies
the departure from HUP. Note that such a term is not
fixed by the theory, albeit it is generally assumed to be of
order unity [1–4]. However, many theoretical [13–26] and
experimental [27–34] studies are being developed to infer
the magnitude of β, as well as its sign [6,10,12,23,35–39].
Clearly, the traditional quantum mechanical limit is recov-
ered for β → 0 and/or δp ≪ mp.
The symbol δ appearing in Eq. (1) denotes uncertainty of

a given observable, and it does not need to be a priori related
to the standard deviation. In fact, in the original Heisenberg
relation δ can represent Heisenberg’s “ungenauigkeiten”
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(i.e., error-disturbance uncertainties caused by the back-
reaction in simultaneous measurements of x and p) or
δp ¼ hψ jjpjjψi≡ hjpjiψ ; see, e.g., [40]. Nevertheless, in
cases when δ is identified with the standard deviation
(henceforth denoted by Δ), the generalized uncertainty
principle (1) directly follows from the deformed commuta-
tion relation (DCR)

½x̂; p̂� ¼ iℏ

�
1þ β

p̂2

m2
p

�
ð2Þ

via the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [41–43], provided one
restricts the attention to mirror symmetric states satisfying
hp̂iψ ¼ 0. Commutator (2) is typically supplemented with
the commutators

½x̂; x̂� ¼ ½p̂; p̂� ¼ 0; ð3Þ

which, together with (2), satisfy Jacobi identities and
determine the whole symplectic structure of the model.
So far, the quadratic GUP (1) has largely been used to

study phenomenology of quantum gravity in many sectors,
ranging from quantum mechanics [44–47] to particle
physics [13,48,49] and cosmology [50–52]. Applications
have also been studied in nonlinear optics and condensed
matter [53–55], where the mass parameter mp should
actually be identified with the effective mass scale in the
quantum description at hand. As an example, we might
mention a one-dimensional (1D) lattice where the usual
Weyl-Heisenberg algebra W1 for p̂ and x̂ operators is
deformed to the Euclidean algebra Eð2Þ, which entails
GUP with mp being related to an inverse lattice spacing
at small p (momenta deep inside the Brillouin zone).
Conversely, for large momenta (near the border of the
Brillouin zone), such a GUP drifts away from the quadratic
GUP and becomes linear in p [35].
On the other hand, comparably less attention has been

devoted to the analysis of the quasiclassical domain of the
GUP. This regime has, however, relevant and potentially
observable implications in the early universe cosmology and
ensuing astrophysics [56,57]. To probe physics in the
quasiclassical domain, it is customary to rely on coherent
states (CSs). CSs are, in a sense, privileged quantum states in
the description of quantum-to-classical transition, as they are
the only states that remain pure in the decoherence process
[58,59]. Since CSs are pure, they allow for maximal
resolution in phase space, thus appearing as the closest
quantum counterparts of classical points. Additionally, the
CS formalism offers a convenient description that can draw
upon developments in quantum optics [60].
To grasp the core aspects of GUP phenomenology in the

quasiclassical quantum regime, it should be emphasized
that the deformed commutator (2) significantly affects the
phase-space structure of any quantum system, yielding
nontrivial implications at microscopic level. For instance,

in [61] it has been shown that Eq. (2) modifies the
elementary cell volume of each quantum state, which
becomes momentum dependent. This motivates a reformu-
lation of quantum statistical mechanics when considering
GUP. Preliminary attempts to derive the statistics that
emerges from the phase-space cell volume implied by
the GUP have been conducted in [62,63], where the
generalized statistics with a quadratic correction over a
Gaussian profile emerges quite naturally if one assumes
Eq. (2) along with the condition of invariance of the total
phase-space volume. The question thus arises as to how the
interconnection between quantum and statistical properties
can be rigorously formalized in the quasiclassical regime
of GUP.
To tackle the aforementioned issues, we investigate in

this work possible observational effects of GUP systems
in their decoherence domain. For this purpose, we first
introduce the Schrödinger-Nieto–type of minimum-
uncertainty CSs [41,64] associated with GUP. Sub-
sequently, we show that, in momentum representation,
these states coincide with probability amplitudes derived in
Tsallis statistics, which is a nonextensive generalization of
Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics based on a nonadditive redefi-
nition of the entropy [65–72]. Furthermore, by using the
Bekner-Babenko inequality, we recast the GUP for β < 0 in
terms of a one-parameter class of Tsallis entropy-power-
based uncertainty relations (EPUR), which are also
saturated by the GUP CSs. By invoking the maximum
entropy principle (MEP), which states that the thermo-
dynamic entropy is the statistical entropy evaluated at the
maximal entropy distribution, we infer that the combina-
tion of GUP CSs with Tsallis entropy naturally allows us
to describe the quasiclassical domain of GUP in terms of
nonextensive Tsallis thermodynamics (NTT). To elucidate
our point, we discuss three pertinent examples from
cosmology: (a) the GUP generalization of Verlinde’s
entropic gravity force [73] and its connection with
conformal gravity (CG) [74–78] and early universe
cosmology; (b) Magueijo-Smolin doubly special relativity
(DSR); and finally, (c) we derive new β-dependent
expressions for the lowest possible value of the spin
and Immirzi parameter in loop quantum gravity (LQG),
discussing their relevance for the gauge group structure of
the spin networks in this theory.
The remainder of the work is organized as follows: in

Sec. II we derive coherent states for the quadratic GUP
with both β > 0 and β < 0. A large portion of the section is
dedicated to exploring the properties of these CSs. In
Sec. III, we present some fundamentals of nonextensive
Tsallis thermodynamics. In particular, we pay attention to
an integrating factor for the heat one-form and show that in
contrast to conventional thermodynamics it factorizes into
thermal and entropic parts. The connection between GUP
and Tsallis entropy-power-based uncertainty relations is
investigated in Sec. IV, while in Sec. V we discuss some
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illustrative examples from the early universe cosmology.
Conclusions and outlook are finally summarized in Sec. VI.
For the sake of clarity, we relegate some more technical
considerations to three appendixes.

II. COHERENT STATES FOR GUP

We shall start with a short outline of the basic steps that
lead from the DCR (2) to GUP (1). To this end, we will
assume that δ in (1) is identified with the standard deviation
computed with respect to some density matrix ϱ.
For the variance (i.e., the square of the standard

deviation) of an observable Â we can write

ðΔÂÞ2ϱ ≡ TrðÂ2ϱ̂Þ − TrðÂ ϱ̂Þ2

¼
Z
R
ðλ − hÂi2ϱÞdTrðEðÂÞ

λ ϱ̂Þ; ð4Þ

where EðÂÞ
λ represents the projection-valued measure of Â

corresponding to spectral value λ. If we now confine
ourselves to the canonical observables x̂ and p̂, the passage
from the DCR (2) to GUP (1) is as follows: we first set
Â ¼ x̂ − hx̂iϱ and B̂ ¼ p̂ − hp̂iϱ so that ðΔxÞ2ϱ ¼ hÂ2iϱ,
ðΔpÞ2ϱ ¼ hB̂2iϱ and ½x̂; p̂�ϱ̂ ¼ ½Â; B̂�ϱ̂; then, for an arbitrary
vector ψ ∈Ranϱ̂ and a generic γ ∈R, we have

0 ≤ kðB̂ − iγÂÞψk2
¼ hψ jB̂2jψi þ iγhψ j½Â; B̂�jψi þ γ2hψ jÂ2jψi: ð5Þ

Thus,

TrðB̂2ϱ̂Þ þ iγTrð½Â; B̂�ϱ̂Þ þ γ2TrðÂ2ϱ̂Þ ≥ 0: ð6Þ

The left-hand side (LHS) is smallest for γ ¼
iTrð½B̂; Â�ϱ̂Þ=ð2TrðÂ2ϱ̂ÞÞ, which brings (6) to the form

TrðÂ2ϱ̂ÞTrðB̂2ϱ̂Þ ¼ ðΔxÞ2ϱðΔpÞ2ϱ ≥
1

4
Trði½x̂; p̂�ϱ̂Þ2: ð7Þ

This is nothing but the quantum mechanical version of
the covariance inequality known from probability calculus
[43]. By employing (2), we now obtain

ðΔxÞϱðΔpÞϱ ≥
ℏ
2

�
1þ β

ðΔpÞ2ϱ þ hp̂i2ϱ
m2

p

�
: ð8Þ

If the density matrix ϱ is mirror symmetric [i.e., hp̂iϱ ¼ 0],
then the inequality (8) indeed coincides with the GUP (1).
To find ϱ̂ that saturates the GUP (8), we observe from (5)

that the inequality is saturated if and only if for all ψ ∈Ranϱ̂
the equation ðB̂ − iγÂÞjψi ¼ 0 holds. If this equation has
more than one solution for given γ, hx̂iϱ and hp̂iϱ, the
corresponding ϱ with the minimum uncertainty is a mixture

of CSs (i.e., pure GUP-saturating states). Unless otherwise
specified, we will further assume that hx̂iϱ ¼ x0 ¼ 0, since
x0 will only affect the phase factor in CSs (see Sec. II G).
It is apparent that on the class of mirror symmetric ϱ’s,

the equation

ðp̂ − iγx̂Þjψi ¼ 0 ð9Þ

admits only one solution for ψ ∈L2ðRÞ [cf., e.g., Eq. (12)],
so that the minimum–uncertainty ϱ̂ is a pure (coherent)
state. It is convenient to seek the solution to (9) in the
momentum representation, i.e., jψi ↦ ψðpÞ ¼ hpjψi. In
the momentum space, x̂ and p̂ satisfying DCR can be
represented as [6]

p̂ψðpÞ ¼ pψðpÞ;

x̂ψðpÞ ¼ iℏ

�
1þ β

p2

m2
p

�
d
dp

ψðpÞ: ð10Þ

However, in doing so, the nonsymmetric nature of x̂ would
produce an inconsistent variance for the ensuing CS. For
this reason, we resort to another representation of x̂ and p̂
complying with (2), namely,

p̂ψðpÞ ¼ pψðpÞ;

x̂ψðpÞ ¼ iℏ

�
d
dp

þ β

2m2
p

�
p2;

d
dp

��
ψðpÞ; ð11Þ

with f; g representing the anticommutator (more details on
the self-adjointness of this operator are discussed in the
accompanying paper [79]). Withn this, we can cast (9) into
an equivalent form

d
dp

ψðpÞ ¼ −

�
1þ βγℏ

m2
p

�
γℏ
�
1þ β p2

m2
p

�pψðpÞ; ð12Þ

whose generic solution is

ψðpÞ ¼ N½1þ ðβp2Þ=m2
p�

−
m2
p

2βγℏ−
1
2

þ ; ð13Þ

which represents a two-parameter class of CSs with
parameters β and γ. Here, ½z�þ ¼ maxfz; 0g, which guar-
antees that the wave functions (13) are single valued. At this
stage, it is important to distinguish two qualitatively
different situations, namely, β > 0 and β < 0.

A. Positive β case

The coefficient N in (13) ensures that
R jψðpÞj2dp ¼ 1

and for β > 0
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N> ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β

m2
pπ

s
Γ
�
m2

p

βγℏ þ 1
�

Γ
�
m2

p

βγℏ þ 1
2

�
vuuut ; ð14Þ

with ΓðxÞ being the conventional Euler’s gamma function.
It should be stressed that the GUP inequality (1) with β > 0
predicts the existence of a unique minimal δx, such that

ðδxÞmin ¼ ℏ
ffiffiffi
β

p
=mp ¼

ffiffiffi
β

p
lp; ð15Þ

where lp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏG=c3

p
≈ 10−33 cm is the Planck length (see

Fig. 1). As argued in Ref. [6], a minimal uncertainty in
position means that the position operator is no longer
essentially self-adjoint, but only symmetric. As a matter
of fact, one might appropriately restrict the definition
region of x̂ so that the deficiency index is (0, 0), which
consequently leads to a one-parameter class of self-adjoint
extensions of the operator x̂ on L2ðRÞ; cf. also Ref. [79].
Unfortunately, the spectrum of such x̂ operators is discrete,
which is not compatible with the β > 0 case. Indeed, the
expectation value of the deformed commutation relation (2)
with respect to any eigenstate of x̂ gives a zero left-hand
side of (2), while the right-hand side is always nonzero for
β > 0. Such a situation would not happen should both p̂
and x̂ have a continuous spectrum, because the correspond-
ing eigenstates do not belong to the domain of the
commutator. On the other hand, the expectation value of
the right-hand side of Eq. (2) can be zero but only if β < 0,
which, however, would contradict our original assumption
β > 0. A rescue strategy that is often employed in this
context [6] is to keep x̂ being merely symmetric (which
ensures that all expectation values are real) while giving
up on self-adjointness. In turn, this opens the way for the
introduction of minimal positional uncertainties.
The aforementioned mismatch between a discrete spec-

trum of the operator x̂ and the existence of ðδxÞmin leads to
yet another interesting point. In contrast to conventional
lattice discretization of space, the aforementioned ðδxÞmin
does not introduce any UV cutoff scale in the momentum
space that would be proportional to the inverse lattice
spacing. In other words, the GUP with β > 0 does not

provide any universal upper bound for δp, which instead
naturally appears in the GUP with negative β (see Fig. 2).

B. Negative β case

In this case, the CS (13) can be rewritten in the
following, equivalent form:

ψðpÞ ¼ N<½1 − ðjβjp2Þ=m2
p�

m2
p

2jβjγℏ−
1
2

þ ; ð16Þ

where

N< ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj
m2

pπ

s
Γ
�
1
2
þ m2

p

jβjγℏ
�

Γ
�

m2
p

jβjγℏ
�

vuuut : ð17Þ

The physical scenario with β < 0 has been less explored in
literature than the β > 0 case, though the related GUP has a
number of relevant implications in cosmology [23,35],
astrophysics [37], and DSR [10,11], and it is also math-
ematically better behaved. Note that for β < 0, Eq. (13)
involves noninteger power of negative reals, which gen-
erally leads to multivalued CS. Because wave functions
must be single-valued, CS has to have bounded support,
which means that p̂ must be bounded with spectrum
jσðp̂Þj ≤ mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
. The ensuing operator x̂ corresponding

to the formal differential expression (11) is self-adjoint
and has a continuous spectrum [79]. Consequently, none
of the eigenvectors of x̂ belong to the Hilbert space
L2ðð−mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
; mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp ÞÞ [just as none of the eigenvec-
tors of −iℏ∇ belong to the Hilbert space L2ðRdÞ]. Instead,
they belong to the space S0ðð−mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
; mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp ÞÞ,
namely the space of complex-valued tempered distribu-
tions. Hence, there is a spectral transition from discrete to
continuous spectra when β becomes negative. In passing,
we pinpoint that, since eigenstates are now outside of the
Hilbert space, one can avoid subtleties with deformed
commutation relations encountered in the β > 0 case.
As a final remark, let us observe that as β → 0, both (13)

and (16) reduce to the usual minimum-uncertainty

FIG. 1. For β > 0 the GUP implies a “minimal length”
ðδxÞmin ¼ ℏ

ffiffiffi
β

p
=mp.

FIG. 2. For β < 0 the GUP implies a “maximal momenta”
ðδpÞmax ¼ mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
.
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Gaussian wave packet (Glauber coherent state) associated
with the conventional Heisenberg uncertainty relations.

C. Physical meaning of γ parameter

While the role of β as the GUP deformation parameter is
quite clear, the role of γ is less obvious. To find a meaning
for γ, we note that (9) implies

0 ¼ hψ jðp̂þ iγx̂Þðp̂ − iγx̂Þjψi
¼ ðΔpÞ2 þ iγhψ j½x̂; p̂�jψi þ γ2ðΔxÞ2

¼ ðΔpÞ2 − γjhψ j½x̂; p̂�jψij þ γ2
jhψ j½x̂; p̂�jψij2

4ðΔpÞ2 ; ð18Þ

where in the last line we used the fact that (8) is saturated.
The above expression has a single solution for γ, which
with the help of (2) can be cast as

γ ¼ 2ðΔpÞ2
ℏ½1þ βðΔpÞ2=m2

p�
: ð19Þ

By realizing that (19) is valid for CSs, we can rewrite it in a
more succinct form as

γ2 ¼ ðΔpÞ2CS
ðΔxÞ2CS

: ð20Þ

We observe that γ can be defined also in the limit Δp → ∞,
even though GUP (8) is in such a case meaningless. Note
also that CSs (13) are indeed mirror symmetric states and
they satisfy hp̂iCS ¼ hx̂iCS ¼ 0. The relation (19) will play
an important role in Sec. II F.

D. Another look at the CS (13)

To better understand the structure of (13), we rephrase
the two-parameter class of CSs in terms of another two
parameters (say, q and b) so that

q ¼ βγℏ
m2

p þ βγℏ
þ 1; b ¼ 2mp

γℏ
þ 2β

mp
: ð21Þ

This relation is supposed to be valid for β ≶ 0. In particular,
we can observe with the help of (19) that, for fixed variance
Δp, the q parameter is a monotonically increasing function
of β provided β ≠ −m2

p=½3ðΔpÞ2�, in which case the value
of q is undefined. Should we have no deformation
(i.e., β ¼ 0), then q ¼ 1.
The previous reparametrization allows us to set (13) in

the form

ψðpÞ ¼ N≶

	
1 − bð1 − qÞ p2

2mp


 1
2ð1−qÞ

þ
: ð22Þ

This is nothing but the probability amplitude for the Tsallis
distribution of a free nonrelativistic particle

qTðpjq; bÞ ¼ jψðpÞj2 ¼ 1

Z

	
1 − bð1 − qÞ p2

2mp


 1
1−q

þ
; ð23Þ

with Z ¼ N−2
≶ being the “partition function.”

E. Toward a relativistic generalization

It is interesting to point out that Eq. (13) can also be
brought into a relativisticlike form. To see this, we perform
another substitution, namely,

q ¼ βγℏ
m2

p þ βγℏ
þ 1; b̃ ¼ bmp

1þ bð1 − qÞmp
: ð24Þ

This choice yields

ψðpÞ ¼ Ñ1

	
1 − b̃ð1 − qÞ

�
p2

2m2
p
þ 1

�
 1
2ð1−qÞ

: ð25Þ

The last relation is particularly useful, since we can identify
it with the leading-order approximation of the function

ψðpÞ ∼ Ñ2

"
1 − b̃ð1 − qÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ p2

m2
p

s # 1
2ð1−qÞ

⟶
q→1

Ñ3 exp

 
−

1

2θ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ p2

m2
p

s !
ð26Þ

for p2 ≪ m2
p. The corresponding probability distribution

qJðpjθÞ ¼ jψðpÞj2

≈
1

2mpK1ð1=θÞ
exp

 
−
1

θ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ p2

m2
p

s !
ð27Þ

is nothing but the Maxwell-Jüttner distribution for relativ-
istic particles, with θ ¼ kT=mp ¼ γℏ=ð2m2

pÞ being the
temperature in Planck units. Here and in subsequent
reasonings we adopt the convention that c ¼ 1. At this
point, we note that:

(i) should we have considered 3D momentum, then the
normalization factor would involve the Bessel func-
tion K2 instead of K1; and

(ii) should we have required the Maxwell-Jüttner prob-
ability amplitude to be an exact coherent state of the
GUP, we would need to modify Eq. (1). The present
form of the GUP is only the leading-order approxi-
mation toward the Maxwell-Jüttner type of coher-
ent states.

In the following, we will focus only on the form of GUP
CSs (23). GUP with the exact Maxwell-Jüttner type of CSs
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will be discussed in our future work (see also the discussion
in Sec. VI for more comments on this issue).

F. Some essentials about Tsallis distribution

A few remarks concerning (23) are now in order. Tsallis
distribution of this type is also known as q-Gaussian
distribution and denoted as expqð−bp2=2mpÞ. In the limit
q → 1, expqð−bp2=2mpÞ → expð−bp2=2mpÞ. We have
already pointed this out, since q → 1 is equivalent to
β → 0. In addition, because the momentum is unbounded
for q ≥ 1 (i.e., β ≥ 0), the distribution (23) is normalizable
only for values of 1 ≤ q < 3. For values q < 1 (which
means β < 0), the q-Gaussian distribution needs to be set
to zero for p >

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2mp=bð1 − qÞp

, as only in such cases the
argument in the square brackets of Eq. (23) is not negative.
Therefore, for β < 0 the corresponding coherent states
must have a finite support.
Moreover, for q ≥ 5=3 the variance of (23) is undefined

(infinite), and thus the GUP cannot even be formulated.
However, when q < 5=3, then ðΔpÞ2 ¼ 2mp=bð5 − 3qÞ
(see, for example, Ref. [80]). The latter identity implies that
the parameter γ and ðΔpÞ2 must be related, namely,

ðΔpÞ2 ¼ 2mp

bð5 − 3qÞ ⇒ γ ¼ 2ðΔpÞ2
ℏ½1þ βðΔpÞ2=m2

p�
; ð28Þ

which precisely coincides with the result (19). This, in
turn, justifies our choice of the representation of x̂
and p̂ operators. Should we have started with the repre-
sentation (10) instead, then we would have arrived at the
Tsallis-type coherent states with slightly different param-
eters than in (13). The ensuing variance would have then
implied

γ ¼ 2ðΔpÞ2
ℏ½1þ 3βðΔpÞ2=m2

p�
; ð29Þ

which is clearly incompatible with (19).
Furthermore, it should be stressed that the mean value

does not exist for q > 2, so such coherent states cannot be
mirror symmetric as assumed. In the upcoming consid-
erations, we will thus restrict our attention to the physical
domain of interest q < 5=3 with a particular focus on the
negative β, which entails q < 1.
In passing, we emphasize that the Tsallis distribution is

equivalent to the student-t distribution, which is used in
statistical hypothesis testing, but it also arises naturally in
situations with small sample sizes [namely, 2=ð1 − qÞ] or
samples with unknown standard deviations.

G. The connection of states (22)
with generalized coherent states

Canonical (or Glauber’s) CSs known from the (multi-
mode) quantum harmonic oscillator satisfy three basic

properties [60,81,82]: (1) they are eigenstates of lowering
operators, (2) they are generated via translation (or dis-
placement) operators, and (3) they are minimum uncer-
tainty states. There exists a huge variety of the so-called
generalized CSs, which maintain only some of the above
three conditions. For instance, generalizations based
on translation operators were developed mostly by
Perelomov [82] for systems with group-related fundamen-
tal commutation relations (hence the name group-related or
Perelomov CSs). Coherent states that are eigenstates of
lowering operators were generalized mostly by Barut and
Girardello [83], again in the group-theoretic context (hence
the name Barut-Girardello’s CSs). Finally, CSs that saturate
uncertainty relations were generalized, e.g., by Nieto and
Simmons [84], by following an analogy with Schrödinger’s
original definition of CSs (hence they are called Nieto’s or
Schrödinger-Nieto’s CSs). Accordingly, our CSs belong
conceptually to the same class of generalized CSs as the
Schrödinger-Nieto CSs.
From a mathematical-physics point of view, any set

of would-be CSs qualifies as a family of (generalized)
coherent states if it meets the following two properties [85]:

(i) all elements of the set are strongly continuous
functions of their label variables; and

(ii) there exists a measure on the label space such that
the unit operator admits the resolution of unity.

We will now demonstrate that the Tsallis probability
amplitudes (13) can be incorporated into a set of gener-
alized CSs that saturate the uncertainty relation (8).
Without assuming mirror symmetry and the auxiliary

constraint hx̂iψ ¼ x0 ¼ 0, we observe that (8) is saturated
by states satisfying

ðB̂ − iγÂÞjψi ¼ ½p̂ − p0 − iγðx̂ − x0Þ�jψi ¼ 0; ð30Þ

where p0 and x0 are expectation values of p̂ and x̂ in the
state jψi, respectively. The corresponding differential
equation has the solution (for concreteness we focus on
the β < 0 case)

ψðp;p0; x0Þ≡ hpjψ ; p0; x0i

¼ Ne
− ϖmp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p arctanhðp
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ
	
1 −

jβjp2

m2
p


 m2
p

2jβjγℏ−
1
2

þ
;

ð31Þ

where ϖ ¼ iγx0 − p0 and N is a normalization constant.
Two comments are now in order: (a) the actual

value of x0 in (31) does not affect the probability distri-
bution (23), as it only appears in the phase factor, and
(b) the parameter γ in (30) and (31) is now explicitly
dependent on p0. As for the last point, by following the
same procedure as in Sec. II C, we arrive at
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γ ¼ 2ðΔpÞ2
ℏf1þ β½ðΔpÞ2 þ p2

0�=m2
pg

¼ Δp
Δx

: ð32Þ

The latter can be written formally as ðΔpÞCS=ðΔxÞCS,
which emphasizes that the variances have been calculated
with respect to states that satisfy the GUP (8).
When we adhere to the usual HUP and fix ðΔpÞCS and

ðΔxÞCS, we can see that γ is fixed while the expectation
value of momenta, hp̂iψCS

¼ p0, is unrestricted (it does not
appear explicitly in HUP). In the present case when we fix
ðΔpÞCS and ðΔxÞCS, we still get fixed γ but due to (8) p0 is
not free anymore—it is fixed as well. This makes it difficult
to define measure on the label space fx0; p0g that would in
the limit jβj → 0 converge to Glauber’s measure. So, rather
than fixing ðΔpÞCS and ðΔxÞCS, we fix instead directly γ
[which fixes only a fraction of ðΔpÞCS and ðΔxÞCS but not
their respective values] in which case the GUP (8) does not
restrict p0 to some specific value. In fact, it will shortly be
seen that this strategy will allow us to define a measure on
the label space fx0; p0g with a correct limiting behavior.
We note, in passing, that in the limit jβj → 0, Eq. (31)

reduces to the usual minimal uncertainty Schrödinger
wave packet

ψðp;p0; x0Þjβ→0 ∝ exp

	
ix0ðp0 − pÞ

ℏ
−
ðp − p0Þ2

2γℏ




¼ exp

	
ix0ðp0 − pÞ

ℏ
−
ðp − p0Þ2
4ðΔpÞ2



; ð33Þ

where in the second line we used the fact that γjjβj→0 ¼
2ðΔpÞ2=ℏ≡ 2ðΔpÞ2CS=ℏ [cf. Eq. (32)].
When γ is fixed, it is not difficult to see that states (31)

are strongly continuous functions of the label variables x0
and p0. A strong continuity means [85] that for every
convergent label set such that fp0

0; x
0
0g → fp0; x0g, the

distance between the two corresponding quantum states
kjψ ; p0

0; x
0
0i − jψ ; p0; x0ik → 0, with kjψik ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffihψ jψip

.
Now, since

kjψ ; p0
0; x

0
0i − jψ ; p0; x0ik2

¼ kjψ ; p0
0; x

0
0ik2 þ kjψ ; p0; x0ik2

− 2Rehψ ; p0
0; x

0
0jψ ; p0; x0i; ð34Þ

the strong continuity of the vectors is thus a simple
consequence of the continuity of the matrix element of
any two CSs in their label variables. In the present case
we have

hψ ; p0
0; x

0
0jψ ; p0; x0i ¼ jNj2

Z
m=

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−m=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp e
−ðϖ0�þϖÞmp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p arctanhðp
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ

	
1 −

jβjp2

m2
p


 m2
p

jβjγℏ−1

þ

¼ jNj2 mpffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp Z
∞

−∞
dz e

−ðϖ0�þϖÞmp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p zðcosh zÞ−a: ð35Þ

Here jNj2 is a shorthand notation for Nðp0ÞN�ðp0
0Þ and a ¼ 2m2

p

ℏγjβj. Since ðcosh zÞ−a is absolutely integrable over R

and decreases at infinity faster than any power of jzj−1 [in fact, faster than expð−jzjaÞ], we may differentiate under
the integral sign any number of times. By virtue of the dominated convergence theorem, we can write for jp0j,
jp0

0j < mp=
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

hψ ; p0
0; x

0
0jψ ; p0; x0i ¼ jNj2 mpffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp e

i
ðp0

0
þp0Þmp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p ∂

∂y

Z
∞

−∞
dz eiyzðcosh zÞ−a

����
y¼ðx0

0
−x0Þmp

ℏ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p

¼ jNj2 mpffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp e
i
ðp0

0
þp0Þmp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p ∂

∂y

�
2a−1

ΓðaÞ
����Γ
�
a
2
þ i

y
2

�����2
�����

y¼ðx0
0
−x0Þmp

ℏ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p

¼
Γ
�

a
2
− ðp0

0
þp0Þmp

2ℏγ
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p þ i ðx
0
0
−x0Þmp

2ℏ
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
�
Γ
�

a
2
þ ðp0

0
þp0Þmp

2ℏγ
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p − i ðx
0
0
−x0Þmp

2ℏ
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ
�
a
2
− y
�
Γ
�
a
2
þ y
�r ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Γ
�
a
2
− y0

�
Γ
�
a
2
þ y0

�r : ð36Þ

Here y ¼ p0mp

ℏγ
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p and y0 ¼ p0
0
mp

ℏγ
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p . In the second line we have used the Ramanujan formula [86].
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We now employ the fact that for ReðζÞ > 0, the gamma function ΓðζÞ is a continuous function of its argument and
satisfies ½ΓðζÞ�� ¼ Γðζ�Þ. This, in turn, implies that the matrix elements of any two CSs are continuous in their label
variables. The latter is particularly true for a subclass of states with p0 ¼ 0, i.e., mirror symmetric states.
To prove the existence of the integral measure μðx0; p0Þ for the resolution of unity, we need to show that there exists

μðx0; p0Þ such that

Z
∞

−∞
dx0

Z
mp=

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp0 μðx0; p0Þhp0jψ ; p0; x0ihψ ; x0; p0jpi ¼ δðp0 − pÞ: ð37Þ

The LHS of (37) can be explicitly written in the form

Z
∞

−∞
dx0

Z
mp=

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp0 μðx0; p0ÞjNðp0Þj2e
i
x0mp

ℏ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p ½arctanhðp0 ffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞ−arctanhðp

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ�

× e
p0mp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p ½arctanhðp0 ffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞþarctanhðp

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ�

	�
1 −

jβjp02

m2
p

��
1 −

jβjp2

m2
p

�
 m2
p

2jβjγℏ−
1
2

; ð38Þ

where

jNðp0Þj2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

mp

ΓðaÞ
2a−1

	
Γ
�
a
2
− y

�
Γ
�
a
2
þ y

�

−1
: ð39Þ

The latter goes to zero when p0 reaches its bounding values
�mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
. In passing we note that Stirling’s approxima-

tion implies the correct limiting behavior

jNðp0Þj2jjβj→0 ¼
exp

�
− p2

0

γℏ

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
πγℏ

p ¼
exp

�
− p2

0

2ðΔpÞ2
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πðΔpÞ2

p : ð40Þ

Since (38) equals δðp0 − pÞ, μðx0; p0Þmust depend only on
p0. This allows one to perform the integration over x0 and
rewrite (38) in the form

2πℏ
Z

mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp0 μðp0ÞjNðp0Þj2

× e
2p0mp

ℏγ
ffiffiffi
jβj

p zðcosh zÞ−
2m2

p
ℏγjβjδðp0 − pÞ

¼ 2πℏ2γ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

mp

Z
a=2

−a=2
dy μ̃ðyÞjÑðyÞj2

× e2yzðcosh zÞ−aδðp0 − pÞ: ð41Þ

Here we have set z ¼ arctanhðp ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞ, μ̃ðyÞ ¼ μðp0Þ

and ÑðyÞ ¼ Nðp0Þ. So, the measure μðp0Þ can be obtained
by taking the inverse of the finite Laplace transform of
ðcosh zÞa. After some analysis (cf. Appendix C for tech-
nical details) we obtain

μðx0; p0Þ ¼ μðp0Þ ¼ μ̃ðyÞ

¼ 1

2πℏ
1

½1 − ð2ya Þ2�
X∞
k¼0

δð�yþ a=2 − kÞ; ð42Þ

with y∈ ð−a=2; a=2Þ. Both sign conventions are admis-
sible. So, the measure is discrete in the p0 variable while
continuous in the x0 variable. Note that in (38) the Cauchy
principal value integral should be utilized in the p0

integration in order to see that the end point singularities
in (42) are integrable. In Appendix C we show that in the
limit jβj → 0 we regain the conventional (Glauber’s) CS
measure.
Let us close this subsection by noting that the uncer-

tainty relation (UR) saturating CSs belong to the class
of so-called pointer states, i.e., those states that are least
affected by the interaction with the environment [87–89].
In fact, Schrödinger’s CSs maximize Shannon-Gibbs
entropy subject to prior data one possesses about a
system, namely, the first two moments of the position
and momentum variables. Since the latter indirectly
reflects the system’s environment, the probability distri-
bution assigned is the least prone to losing quantum
coherence, compared to other pure-state distributions that
fulfill the same prior data. Such CSs are particularly
pertinent in the quasiclassical domain of quantum theory,
as they are maximally predictable (or robust) despite
decoherence [89,90].

III. NONEXTENSIVE THERMODYNAMICS
RELATIONS

It is clear that the probability distributions (23) and (25)
decay asymptotically following a power law rather
than an exponential law. If we keep variance and mean
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as the only statistical observables, power-law-type distri-
butions are incompatible with the conventional MEP
applied to Shannon-Gibbs entropy. On the other hand,
distributions (23) and (25) are maximizers for Tsallis
(differential) entropy (TE) [66,69], i.e., for an entropic
functional of the form

ST
qðF Þ ¼ kT

ð1 − qÞ
�Z

R
dpF qðpÞ − 1

�
; ð43Þ

where F is a probability density function. The constant kT
may in general depend on q, and it becomes the Boltzmann
constant kB ≈ 1.380649 × 1023 JK−1 in the limit q → 1.
Moreover, it can easily be deduced (by L’Hôpital’s rule)
that in the limit q → 1, the TE tends to the Shannon-Gibbs’
entropy

SSðF Þ ¼ −kB
Z
R
dpF ðpÞ lnF ðpÞ: ð44Þ

The coherent state distribution expq ð−bp2=mpÞ is the
maximizer of the entropy ST

2−qðF Þ subject to a second
moment constraint [65,66,69], and it tends to a Gaussian
distribution for q → 1.
Given the importance of TE and NTT in the following

sections, we now derive the prerequisite NTT relations.
Although these results have already been addressed in
the literature (e.g., Ref. [66]), it is instructive to derive
them in an alternative and more systematic manner via
Carathéodory’s theorem.

We first observe that ST
q satisfies the following non-

additivity law for two independent subsystems (say, A
and B) [65,66]:

ST
qðA; BÞ ¼ ST

qðAÞ þ ST
qðBÞ þ

1 − q
kT

ST
qðAÞST

qðBÞ

¼ kT

	�
1

kT
ST
qðAÞ

�
⊕q

�
1

kT
ST
qðBÞ

�

; ð45Þ

where the symbol ⊕q denotes the q-deformed “sum,”
which is defined as in Ref. [66]:

x ⊕q y ¼ xþ yþ ð1 − qÞxy: ð46Þ

In (45) we have employed the shorthand notation ST
qðAÞ≡

ST
qðFAÞ and ST

qðA;BÞ≡ ST
qðFA · FBÞ, with FX being a

probability density associated with the (continuous) ran-
dom variable describing the system X.
Let us now briefly outline the passage to thermodynam-

ics based on Tsallis entropy. In particular, we will derive
the connection between heat one-form and Tsallis entropy
(analog of the Clausius relation for reversible heat
exchange) that will be needed in Sec. [73]. To this end,
we start by considering two systems (A and B) in contact
(both thermal and mechanical) with each other. Suppose
that these have volumes VðAÞ and VðBÞ and internal
energies UqðAÞ and UqðBÞ, and that each volume and
number of particles (as well as the combined internal
energy and total volume) are fixed.
In thermodynamic equilibrium, the total entropy

ST
qðA; BÞ must be maximal. By using (45) we thus have

0 ¼ dST
qðA; BÞ ¼

	�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
qðBÞ

��
∂ST

qðAÞ
∂UqðAÞ

�
VðAÞ

−
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
qðAÞ

��
∂ST

qðBÞ
∂UqðBÞ

�
VðBÞ



dUqðAÞ

þ
	�

1þ 1 − q
kT

ST
qðBÞ

��
∂ST

qðAÞ
∂VðAÞ

�
UqðAÞ

−
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
qðAÞ

��
∂ST

qðBÞ
∂VðBÞ

�
UqðBÞ



dVðAÞ; ð47Þ

where we have employed the fact that the total internal
energy and volume are fixed

UqðA;BÞ ¼ UqðAÞ þUqðBÞ ¼ const; ð48Þ

VðA; BÞ ¼ VðAÞ þ VðBÞ ¼ const: ð49Þ

We have also assumed that TE ST
q is expressed in terms of

entropy’s natural state variables, i.e., Uq and V.
From (47), we obtain the two identities, which reflect the

fact that when a system is in thermodynamic equilibrium,
then it is simultaneously in thermal and mechanical
equilibrium. The first identity can be written in the form

kTβðAÞ
1þ ðð1 − qÞ=kTÞST

qðAÞ
¼ kTβðBÞ

1þ ðð1 − qÞ=kTÞST
qðBÞ

¼ kTβ�; ð50Þ

where (by analogy with conventional extensive thermody-
namics) we have defined

kTβ ¼
�
∂ST

q

∂Uq

�
V

: ð51Þ

In connection with (50), it should be emphasized that the
physical temperature is not ðkTβÞ−1 (as would be the case
at q → 1), but rather
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ϑ ¼ 1

kTβ�
¼
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
q

�
1

kTβ
: ð52Þ

Equation (50) basically represents the zeroth law of
thermodynamics, which ensures that one may assign the
same observable empirical temperature ϑ to all subsystems
in thermal equilibrium. We will see shortly that the
empirical temperature ϑ can be identified with the “abso-
lute” temperature Tphys.
The second identity can be cast as

ð∂ST
qðAÞ=∂VðAÞÞUqðAÞ

1þ ðð1 − qÞ=kTÞST
qðAÞ

¼
ð∂ST

qðBÞ=∂VðBÞÞUqðBÞ
1þ ðð1 − qÞ=kTÞST

qðBÞ
¼ pphys

ϑ
: ð53Þ

Equation (53) reflects the fact that when two systems are in
mechanical equilibrium, their pressures are the same. This
allows one to identify physical pressure pphys as

pphys ¼
ϑ

1þ ðð1 − qÞ=kTÞST
q

�
∂ST

q

∂V

�
Uq

: ð54Þ

Note that in the limit q → 1 the conventional relation is
recovered.
Let us now seewhat is a thermodynamic variable conjugate

to ST
q . In fact, the Carathéodory theorem [70,71] ensures that

heat one-form has an integration factor, but since the entropy
is not additive, one cannot use the conventional Carnot cycle
argument [91] in the proof of Clausius equality to simply
identify the integration factor with the inverse temperature.
Let us dwell a bit more on this last point. Let us first

assume that heat Qq is additive in the same way as internal
energy [cf. relation (48)]. We also pass from entropy’s
natural variables to general state variables fa; ϑg. Here a
will represent a collection of relevant state variables and ϑ
is the empirical temperature whose existence is guaranteed
by the zeroth law of thermodynamics [see Eq. (52)].
Since, by the Carathéodory theorem, the exact differ-

ential associated with the heat one-form is the entropy, one
can write

dST
qða; ϑÞ ¼ μða; ϑÞδQqða; ϑÞ: ð55Þ

We now divide the analyzed system into two subsystems A
and B, which are, respectively, described by state variables
faA; ϑg and faB; ϑg. Consequently

δQqðaA; ϑÞ ¼
1

μAðaA; ϑÞ
dST

qðaA; ϑÞ;

δQqðaB; ϑÞ ¼
1

μBðaB; ϑÞ
dST

qðaB; ϑÞ: ð56Þ

So, for the whole system

δQqðA;BÞ ¼ δQqðAÞ þ δQqðBÞ; ð57Þ

with

δQqðA;BÞ≡ δQqðaA; aB; ϑÞ

¼ 1

μAþBðaA; aB; ϑÞ
dST

qðaA; aB; ϑÞ; ð58Þ

and we can write

dST
qðaA; aB; ϑÞ ¼

μAþBðaA; aB; ϑÞ
μAðaA; ϑÞ

dST
qðaA; ϑÞ

þ μAþBðaA; aB; ϑÞ
μBðaB; ϑÞ

dST
qðaB; ϑÞ: ð59Þ

Let us now assume that there is only one state variable
(apart from ϑ), so that a ¼ a. If there were more state
variables, our following argument would hold true as well,
but we would need to employ more than two subsystems.
Assuming we can invert ST

qðaA; ϑÞ and ST
qðaB; ϑÞ, we can

express aA and aB as

aA ¼ aAðST
qðAÞ; ϑÞ and aB ¼ aBðST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ: ð60Þ

With this, Eq. (59) can be cast into the form

dST
qðST

qðAÞ;ST
qðBÞ; ϑÞ

¼ μAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ
μAðST

qðAÞ; ϑÞ
dST

qðAÞ

þ μAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ
μBðST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ
dST

qðBÞ þ 0dϑ: ð61Þ

Since dST
q (for all considered systems, i.e., A, B and Aþ B)

must be an exact differential, so that ST
q is a proper state

function, integrability conditions give the following set of
equations:

∂ logðμAðST
qðAÞ; ϑÞÞ

∂ϑ
¼ ∂ logðμBðST

qðBÞ;ϑÞÞ
∂ϑ

¼ ∂ logðμAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞ; ϑÞÞ
∂ϑ

;

ð62Þ

1

μAðST
qðAÞ; ϑÞ

∂μAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ
∂ST

qðBÞ

¼ 1

μBðST
qðBÞ; ϑÞ

∂μAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ
∂ST

qðAÞ
: ð63Þ

Note that the expression (62) implies that the derivatives
cannot depend on entropy, but only on ϑ. By denoting the
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right-hand side (RHS) of (62) as −wðϑÞ, we might
resolve (62) in the form

μAðST
qðAÞ; ϑÞ ¼ ψAðST

qðAÞÞ exp
�
−
Z

wðϑÞdϑ
�
;

μBðST
qðBÞ; ϑÞ ¼ ψBðST

qðBÞÞ exp
�
−
Z

wðϑÞdϑ
�
;

μAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞ; ϑÞ

¼ ψAþBðST
qðAÞ;ST

qðBÞÞ exp
�
−
Z

wðϑÞdϑ
�
; ð64Þ

where ψ are some arbitrary functions of the entropy. It is
worth stressing μ factorized into purely entropic and purely
temperature-based parts. In addition, the temperature part
of μ is not explicitly q dependent.
Let us now observe from (45) that

dST
qðST

qðAÞ;ST
qðBÞ; ϑÞ ¼ dST

qðA;BÞ

¼
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
qðBÞ

�
dST

qðAÞ

þ
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
qðAÞ

�
dST

qðBÞ:

ð65Þ

By comparing this equation with (61) and (64), we can
make the identification ψðST

qÞ ¼ cð1þ 1−q
kT

ST
qÞ, with c

being an arbitrary constant. At this point, one can easily
check that also the second integrability condition (63) is
satisfied. In conventional thermodynamics, ψ would be
only a constant, and thus the inverse integration factor
could be identified with a genuine absolute temperature. In
the context of nonadditive entropy ST

q, we see that this is no
longer the case. Fortunately, μ has a simple factorized form,
which allows us to rephrase (55) as

dST
q ¼

�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
q

�
δQq

Tphys
: ð66Þ

Here we have denoted the temperature part of μ in (64)
with 1=Tphys. Therefore,

Tphys ¼
1

c
exp

�Z
wðϑÞdϑ

�
ð67Þ

plays the role of an absolute temperature in Tsallis thermo-
statistics. Note that by writing [as in Eqs. (52) and (54)]

dST
q ¼

�
∂ST

q

∂Uq

�
V

dUq þ
�
∂ST

q

∂V

�
Uq

dV

¼
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
q

�
1

ϑ
dUq

þ
�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
q

�
pphys

ϑ
dV; ð68Þ

we obtain

ϑ

Tphys
δQq ¼ dUq þ pphysdV: ð69Þ

The first law of thermodynamics (energy conservation)
appears when we identify the empirical temperature intro-
duced in (52) and (54) with Tphys. In turn, this implies
wðϑÞ ¼ 1=ϑ. Additionally, when Tphys has the same units
of the temperature, then c ¼ 1. Relations (66) and (69)
were first derived in Ref. [67] using a different approach.
Tsallis (or nonextensive) thermodynamics, which is

implied by (66) and (69), is expected to be instrumental
in the characterization of statistical systems with long-
range interactions [67] and/or strong correlations [68].
Before concluding this section, we point out that (66) can

be equivalently rewritten as

δQq ¼
kTTphys

1 − q
d ln

�
1þ 1 − q

kT
ST
q

�
¼ TphysdSR

q ; ð70Þ

where SR
q is the so-called Rényi entropy [92]

SR
q ðF Þ ¼ kT

ð1 − qÞ ln
�Z

R
dpF qðpÞ

�
ð71Þ

that plays an important role in both classical and quantum
information theory [93–95]. Unless otherwise specified, we
will set in the following kT ¼ 1.

IV. GUP AND TSALLIS ENTROPY-POWER-BASED
UNCERTAINTY RELATIONS

A. Shannon entropy power

By relying on the notion of the entropic functional (in
this case the Tsallis entropic functional) that is extremized
by CSs, one can reformulate the variance-based GUP (1) in
terms of entropic uncertainty relations. This can be done in
line with conventional quantum mechanics [96], where the
key aspect is that the Glauber CSs saturate Heisenberg’s
UR and at the same time maximize Shannon’s entropy.
The most compact form of the ensuing entropic UR can be
phrased in terms of (Shannon) entropy power [93–95].
Entropy power (EP) was originally introduced by

Shannon to solve a number of information-theoretic
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problems related to continuous random variables [97].
In its essence, EP describes the variance of a would-be
Gaussian random variable with the same Shannon entropy
as the random variable under investigation. Hence, by
denoting Shannon’s EP of a continuous D-dimensional
random variableX as NðXÞ, EP should satisfy the defining
relation

SSðXÞ ¼ SS
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NðXÞ
p

· ZG
�
; ð72Þ

where fZG
i g represents a D-dimensional Gaussian ran-

dom vector with a zero mean and unit covariance matrix.
Equation (72) has the unique solution [97]

NðXÞ ¼ 1

2πe
exp

�
2

D
SSðXÞ

�
: ð73Þ

Conventional canonical commutation relation ½x̂; p̂� ¼ iℏ
implies that eigenstates of x̂ in momentum representation
or p̂ in position representation are plane waves. This, in
turn, dictates that the x- and p-representation wave
functions ψðxÞ and ψ̂ðpÞ, respectively, must be related
via Fourier transform [here ψ̂ðpÞ should not be mistaken
with an operator]. If we now apply the Beckner-Babenko
inequality for Fourier-transform duals [98,99], i.e.,

	�
q0

2πℏ

�
D


1=q0

kjψ j2kq0=2≤
	�

q
2πℏ

�
D


1=q

kjψ̂ j2kq=2 ð74Þ

(where kXkp is the p-norm and 1=qþ 1=q0 ¼ 1 with
q∈Rþ; i.e., q0 and q are Hölder conjugates), and set
q ¼ q0 ¼ 2, we obtain the entropy power inequality

Nðjψ̂ j2ÞNðjψ j2Þ ≥ ℏ2

4
: ð75Þ

It is important to note that this saturates only for
CSs [94–96,100]. Moreover, it can be shown [93] that
(75) automatically subsumes the variance-based
Heisenberg uncertainty relation. The fact that uncertainty
relation (75) is phrased entirely in terms of Shannon’s
entropy is, in part, a reason why Shannon’s entropy plays
such a key role in conventional quantum mechanics and
quantum information theory.

B. Entropy powers based on Tsallis distribution

When dealing with GUP saturated by Tsallis probability
amplitude states, it is convenient to work with EP based on
Tsallis distribution (23). By emulating the procedure out-
lined in the previous subsection, we define the entropy
powers associated with Tsallis entropies as solutions of the
equation

ST
qðXÞ ¼ ST

q

� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
MT

qðXÞ
q

· ZT
�
; ð76Þ

where fZT
i g represents a Tsallis random vector with zero

mean and unit covariance matrix. Such a vector is distrib-
uted with respect to the q-Gaussian probability density
function that extremizes ST

q . To solve Eq. (76), we first use
the scaling relation for Tsallis entropy, namely

ST
qðaXÞ ¼ ST

qðXÞ ⊕q lnqjajD; ð77Þ

where a∈R and the q-deformed logarithm (or simply
q-logarithm) is defined as in [66]

lnqx ¼ x1−q − 1

1 − q
: ð78Þ

The relation (77) follows directly from the chain of
identities

ST
qðaXÞ ¼ 1

1 − q

	Z
dDy

�Z
dDxδðy − axÞF ðxÞ

�
q
− 1



¼ jajDð1−qÞST

qðXÞ þ lnqjajD
¼ ST

qðXÞ ⊕q lnqjajD: ð79Þ

In the second step, we make use of

ST
qðZTÞ

¼ lnq

"�
π

bð1 − qÞ
�D

2 Γð 1
1−q −

D
2
Þ

Γð 1
1−qÞ

�
1 −

D
2q

ð1 − qÞ
� 1

ðq−1Þ
#
;

ð80Þ

with b ¼ ½2q −Dð1 − qÞ�−1. Combining (76), (77),
and (80), we arrive at the Tsallis EP

MT
qðXÞ ¼ Aq½expqðST

qðXÞÞ�2=D

¼ Aqexp1−ð1−qÞD=2

�
2

D
ST
qðXÞ

�
; ð81Þ

where the constant Aq is defined as

Aq ¼
"�

π

bð1− qÞ
�D

2 Γð 1
1−q−

D
2
Þ

Γð 1
1−qÞ

�
1−

D
2q

ð1− qÞ
� 1

ðq−1Þ
#−2=D

:

ð82Þ

In the above derivation, we employed the sum rule
for the q-deformed calculus: lnq x ⊕q lnq y ¼ lnq xy, as
well as the definition of the q-exponential exq ¼ ½1þ ð1 −
qÞx�1=ð1−qÞ and the fact that e

lnq x
q ¼ lnqðexqÞ ¼ x.
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As a consistency check, we might notice that in the
q → 1 limit Shannon’s EP is recovered:

lim
q→1

MT
qðXÞ ¼ 1

2πe
exp

�
2

D
SSðXÞ

�
¼ NðXÞ: ð83Þ

C. Entropy power inequalities
for GUP transformations

By analogy with the conventional commutation rela-
tions, where the ensuing entropic URs are of the form (75),
one can derive entropic URs also for the DCR (2). In this
latter case it can be expected that the role of Shannon’s
entropy will be overtaken by Tsallis’ entropy (43). The
actual rationale behind this fact is not difficult to under-
stand. First, we notice (cf. Appendix A) that for β < 0 the
eigenstate of the position operator in the momentum
representation is

ψxðpÞ ¼ Bx
e−ixmparctanhðp

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ=ℏ

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p − p2jβj
q ; ð84Þ

with Bx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p=2πℏ
q

. This implies that the position and

momentum representations of a wave function are related
not via conventional Fourier transform but, instead, via
Abel transform (cf. Appendix B),

ψðxÞ ¼
Z mpffiffiffi

jβj
p

−mpffiffiffi
jβj

p
dpffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixmparctanhðp
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ=ℏ

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − p2jβj=m2

p

q ψ̃ðpÞ ð85Þ

[to distinguish it from the HUP-based QM, the conjugate
wave function of ψðxÞ is denoted as ψ̃ðpÞ here]. This does
not allow one to use the Beckner-Babenko inequality
directly, but we might observe that after the substitution

z ¼ mparctanh
�
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mp

�
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
; ð86Þ

we can rewrite (85) as

ψðxÞ ¼
Z
R

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixz=ℏψ̄ðzÞ; ð87Þ

where

ψ̄ðzÞ ¼
ψ̃
�
mp tanhðz

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp �
cosh

�
z
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

=mp

� : ð88Þ

This allows the use of the Beckner-Babenko inequality in
the form

	�
q0

2πℏ

�
D


1=q

kjψ̄ j2kq0=2≤
	�

q
2πℏ

�
D


1=q0

kjψ j2kq=2; ð89Þ

where q0 and q are Hölder conjugates with q0 ∈ ½2;∞Þ, so
that q∈ ½1; 2�. It can be checked numerically that (89)
is saturated by the CSs ψ̃CSðpÞ with the nonextensivity
index 2 − q0=2 [i.e., Tsallis distributions jψ̃ j2CSðpÞ ¼
qTðpj2 − q0=2; bÞ] and associated ψCSðxÞ with the non-
extensivity index 2 − q=2 [see Eq. (B5)]. The analytical
proof can readily be done for the cases q ¼ 1 and q ¼ 2.
Now, we can follow the same steps as in the case of

Shannon EPURs [79]. After some algebra we arrive at

MT
q=2ðjψ j2ÞMT

q0=2ðjψ̃ j2Þ ≥
ℏ2

4

q2

ð3q=2 − 1Þð3q0=2 − 1Þ

¼ ℏ2

4
fðqÞ: ð90Þ

The function fðqÞ is positive and monotonically increasing
for q∈ ½1; 2� with max fðqÞ ¼ 1. It is important to stress
that fðqÞ depends only on q, while no other GUP
parameters are present. We may now use the identity

fðqÞ ¼
	

2

ðj2=q − 1j þ 1Þð3q=2 − 1Þ



×

	
2

ðj2=q0 − 1j þ 1Þð3q0=2 − 1Þ



¼ ϕðq=2Þϕðq0=2Þ; ð91Þ

and rewrite the EPUR (90) in the form

M̃T
q=2ðjψ j2ÞM̃T

q0=2ðjψ̃ j2Þ ≥
ℏ2

4
; ð92Þ

where we have defined the “rescaled entropy power”
M̃T

x ¼ ϕ−1ðxÞMT
x . This EPUR clearly emulates the form

of Shannon’s EPUR (75) by having the irreducible uni-
versal lower bound.
Since the Tsallis entropy ST

q0=2 is maximized by the Tsallis
distribution with the nonextensivity parameter 2 − q0=2, i.e.,
by qTðpj2 − q0=2; bÞ, and because for β < 0 the nonexten-
sivity parameter 2 − q0=2 < 1, we have the conditions
q0 > 2 and q < 2. Note that both these conditions are also
required by Beckner-Babenko inequality, (cf. Ref. [79]). The
formulation of uncertainty relation (92) in terms of Tsallis’
entropy suggests that Tsallis’ entropy should be essential to
GUP quantum mechanics and its associated quantum
information theory, much in the same way that Shannon’s
entropy is essential to conventional quantum mechanics.
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V. COSMOLOGICAL AND GRAVITATIONAL
APPLICATIONS

A. Generalization of DCR to three dimensions
and associated CS

To discuss prospective cosmological implications, it is
important to generalize our one-dimensional formalism to
three dimensions. This can be done, for instance, by
extending the algebra (2) and (3) as (see, e.g., Refs. [6,53])

½x̂i; p̂j� ¼ iℏδij

�
1þ β

p2

m2
p

�
;

½p̂i; p̂j� ¼ 0; ð93Þ

where the ensuing commutator ½x̂i; x̂j� will be chosen after
the explicit representation of x̂i is deduced from (93). In
particular, in the momentum space, x̂i and p̂i satisfying
DCR (93) can be represented by [cf. Eq. (11)]

p̂iψðpÞ ¼ piψðpÞ;

x̂iψðpÞ ¼ iℏ

�
d
dpi

þ β

2m2
p

�
p2;

d
dpi

��
ψðpÞ; ð94Þ

thus implying that

½x̂i; x̂j� ¼ 2iℏ
β

m2
p
ðx̂ip̂j − x̂jp̂iÞ: ð95Þ

As a consistency check, one can verify that the commu-
tators (93) and (95) satisfy the Jacobi identity.
By analogy with Sec. II we can deduce corresponding

URs. These read

ðΔxiÞϱðΔpjÞϱ ≥
ℏ
2
δij

�
1þ β

ðΔpÞ2ϱ þ hp̂i2ϱ
m2

p

�
;

ðΔxiÞϱðΔxjÞϱ ≥ ℏ
β

m2
p
jhðx̂ip̂j − x̂jp̂iÞiϱj;

ðΔpiÞϱðΔpjÞϱ ≥ 0: ð96Þ

In the following we will again consider only a mirror
symmetric density matrix ϱ satisfying hp̂iϱ ¼ 0, so as to
attain the GUP (1). For simplicity, we will concentrate only
on isotropic density matrices, for which hx̂iϱ ¼ 0. This will
be fully satisfactory for our subsequent reasoning.
As will be shown shortly, on the class of mirror

symmetric ϱ’s, the equation [cf. Eq. (9)]

ðp̂k − iγkx̂kÞjψi ¼ 0; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; ð97Þ

admits only one solution for ψ ∈L2ðRÞ, so that the
minimum uncertainty ϱ̂ is a pure (coherent) state. To see

this, let us first introduce the generator of rotations.1

Bearing in mind the DCR (93) and (95), we can define [6]

L̂k ¼
1

1þ β
m2

p
p̂2

ϵklmx̂lp̂m; ð98Þ

where ϵklm is the Levi-Civita antisymmetric symbol. These
operators satisfy the standard soð3Þ algebra, i.e.,

½L̂k; L̂l� ¼ iℏϵklm L̂m; ð99Þ

along with the other familiar commutation relations

½x̂k; L̂l� ¼ iℏϵklmx̂m;

½p̂k; L̂l� ¼ iℏϵklmp̂m: ð100Þ

With the operator L̂k at hand, we rewrite ðΔxiÞϱðΔxjÞϱ
in (96) in the form

ðΔxiÞϱðΔxjÞϱ ≥
β

m2
p

����
��

1þ β

m2
p
p̂2

�
½L̂i; L̂j�


ϱ

����
¼ β

m2
p

����Tr
	�

1þ β

m2
p
p̂2

�
L̂i½L̂j; ϱ̂�


����
¼ β

m2
p

����Tr
	�

1þ β

m2
p
p̂2

�
L̂j½L̂i; ϱ̂�


����
¼ 0: ð101Þ

The last line is a consequence of the assumed isotropy of ϱ̂.
To find the CS, we return to Eq. (97). Because the

isotropy of ϱ̂ implies L̂jjψi ¼ 0 for j ¼ 1, 2, 3, we obtain
from (97) that

0 ¼ L̂jðp̂k − iγkx̂kÞjψi
¼ ð½L̂j; p̂k� − iγk½L̂j; x̂k�Þjψi
¼ −iℏεjklðp̂l − iγkx̂lÞjψi: ð102Þ

This, for instance, gives

γ1x̂ljψi ¼ γ2x̂ljψi ¼ γ3x̂ljψi;

for any l ¼ 1, 2, 3, which ensures that γk is k independent
[jψi’s satisfying (97) cannot all be zero-eigenvalue states of
x̂l as ðΔxlÞϱ ≠ 0]. With this, Eq. (97) can be rewritten in the
form

1It is worth observing that, in the context of the GUP, the
definition of the angular momentum might not coincide with the
generator of the rotations. For further details on this aspect,
the interested reader can consult Refs. [101,102].
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∂

∂pk
ψðpÞ ¼ −

�
1þ βγℏ

m2
p

�
γℏ
�
1þ β

m2
p
p2
�pkψðpÞ: ð103Þ

This system of three equations admits only one (normal-
ized) solution for ψ ∈L2ðR3Þ, namely,

ψðpÞ ¼ N½1þ ðβp2Þ=m2
p�

−
m2
p

2βγℏ−
1
2

þ ; ð104Þ

with the normalization constant

N2
> ¼ β3=2

2πm3
pBð5=2; m2

p=βγℏ − 3=2Þ ; for β > 0;

N2
< ¼ β3=2

2πm3
pBð5=2; m2

p=jβjγℏÞ
; for β < 0; ð105Þ

where Bðx; yÞ is the beta function. The uniqueness of the
solution (104) ensures that the minimum uncertainty ϱ̂ is
again a pure CS.
Note that the CS (104) is indeed as close as we can get to

the classical situation. Namely, the irreducible nonzero
lower bound is saturated and all other uncertainty relations
are bigger than zero, which is also true in classical physics.
Among all pointer states in the would-be GUP

driven universe, only CSs (104) [similar to their 1D
counterparts (13)] saturate both the “x-p” GUPs and
ensuing Tsallis EPURs. Moreover, in Sec. IV C we have
seen that the very existence of Tsallis EPUR indicates that
TE should be a relevant entropy functional in the GUP
context. If we couple this observation with the fact that
CSs (104) extremize Tsallis entropy in 3D space, we might
invoke (similarly as in conventional statistical physics)
MEP but this time with Tsallis entropy (in place of
Shannon-Gibbs entropy) to discuss a statistical physics
of an ensemble of noninteracting GUP-governed particles
in their quasiclassical regime. In this respect, nonextensive
thermodynamics of Tsallis [65,66] provides the necessary
mathematical framework that can be utilized to explore the
quasiclassical domain of a GUP universe.

B. Verlinde’s entropic gravity

In Ref. [79] we have used the entropy one-form (66) to
show that Verlinde’s entropic-gravity force [73] defined
by the relation Fδx ¼ TδS (S is the holographic entropy
obeying the area-law scaling—basically the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy) generalizes in the present context and
yields the gravitational potential

VðrÞ ¼ rs
2

	
−
1

r
þ ð1 − qÞκ2r



; ð106Þ

where κ2 ¼ ω2=l2
p (lp ¼ ℏ=mp ≈ 1.6 × 10−35 m is the

Planck length, and ω2 ¼ π is the second Hill’s

coefficient [79,103]) and rs ¼ 2M is the Schwarzchild
radius (here and in subsequent reasonings we adopt
the convention that the gravitational constant G ¼ 1).
The gravitational potential (106) coincides with the
Mannheim-Kazanas gravitational potential of a static,
spherically symmetric source of mass M in conformal
Weyl gravity (CWG) [75–77]. There, a parameter in front
of the linear term is identified with the inverse Hubble
length RH [more precisely with 1=ð2RHÞ] [78]. What is
quite intriguing here is that, for present macroscopic scales
(i.e., RH ∼ 1026 m), the Mannheim-Kazanas solution has
been successful in fitting more than 200 galactic rotation
curves with no adjustable parameters (other than the
galactic mass-to-light ratios) and with no need for dark
matter or other exotic modifications of gravity [75–77].
Despite the fact that macroscopic-scale gravity does not fall
within the assumed quasiclassical regime, the idea that the
coefficient in front of a linear term in (106) should be
associated with the inverse Hubble length is valid even in
the early universe cosmology. This is because the argument
of CWG leading to this result is independent of an actual
universe epoch [104].
In conventional cosmology, it is expected that a quasi-

classical (decoherence) description becomes pertinent at
the late-inflation epoch (after the first Hubble radius
crossing) and perhaps even after its end during reheating
[105,106]. So, in this period the NTT should be a suitable
framework for the description of an “inflaton gas.” For
instance, by viewing the inflaton gas as an ideal gas, the
NTT predicts that the inflaton pressure should satisfy for
0 < q < 1 a polytrope relation [107,108]

p ¼ 2πℏ2

mie5=3
ρ5=3; ð107Þ

where ρ ¼ N=V is the particle density and mi the mass of
the inflaton. In this connection, it should be stressed that
the relation (107) holds for 0 < q < 1 but not in the limit
q → 1 (see, e.g., [108]). In fact, at q ¼ 1 one has the
familiar pressure relation p ∝ ρE. So, the NTT and exten-
sive limits are not interchangeable. The polytrope relation
of the type (107) often appears in phenomenological
studies on late inflation (see, e.g., [109,110]).
To gain information about β, we employ the CWG

observation that the cosmologically viable linear term in
(106) should have its parameter associated with 1=RH.
According to CWG the Newtonian potential (106) should
dominate on short scales, while the linear one becomes
prominent at large scales. Both potentials become equal at
RH, which in our case implies that q ¼ 1 − l2

p=ðπR2
HÞ.

Note that this is compatible with the condition that
rs ¼ RH. By combining the latter expression for q with
(19) and (21), we obtain jβj ≃m2

pl2
p=ð2πðΔpÞ2ψR2

HÞ.
To see how such β explicitly depends on a cosmological

time t, we first write RHðtÞ ¼ H−1ðtÞ ¼ aðtÞ=ȧðtÞ, where
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H is the Hubble parameter and aðtÞ is the scale factor.
The latter can be evaluated, e.g., from the Vilenkin-Ford
inflationary model [111], where aðtÞ ¼ A

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sinh ðBtÞp

, with
B ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Λ=3

p
(Λ is the cosmological constant). We then use

the relativistic equipartition theorem ðΔpÞ2ψ ≃ 12ðkBTÞ2
(cf. Ref. [79]). After simple algebraic manipulations,
we obtain

jβj≡ jβðtÞj ¼ m2
pl2

pΛ
72πðkBTÞ2tanh2ð2t

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Λ=3

p Þ : ð108Þ

For concreteness’ sake, let us consider the reheating epoch,
i.e., timescale t ≃ 10−33 s. By taking mi ¼ 1012–1013 GeV,
T of the order of the reheating temperature TR ≃
107–108 GeV and the presently known value of the cos-
mological constant Λ ≃ 10−52 m−2, we obtain jβj ∼ 10−2–1,
which is in agreement with the values predicted by string-
theory models (cf., e.g., [1,3,4]). This result is also consistent
with the naturalness principle that dictates that not so far
from the Planck scale the β should not be too large nor too
small. Let us finally reemphasize that the above connection
with the CWG exists only when β < 0, as otherwise the
linear term in (106) would have an erroneous sign.

C. Loop quantum gravity

LQG is a nonperturbative and background-independent
theory of quantum gravity, characterized by quantum
operators for areas and volumes that exhibit discrete
spectra [112]. A basic postulate is that the spacetime
structure is formed by finite loops nested into extremely
fine networks—the spin networks. These are graphs with
edges having labels j ¼ 0; 1=2; 1; 3=2…. As shown
in [113], the area element carried by a given surface
punctured by the spin network edge j is

aðjÞ ¼ 8πl2
pγLQG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jðjþ 1Þ

p
; ð109Þ

where γLQG is the Immirzi parameter [114], which is a
positive, real-valued number that measures the size of a
quantum of area in Planck units.

1. Black hole quasinormal modes

While providing a fundamental prediction of LQG,
Eq. (109) is beset by the ambiguity that γLQG is in principle
undetermined. A possible way to fix it is by connecting the
relation between the area and mass of a Schwarzschild
black hole to the area produced by the spin network through
the definition of quasinormal modes [115], which are a set
of damped oscillations satisfying the perturbation equations
of the Schwarzschild geometry [116]. In so doing, the
minimum value jmin ¼ 1 has been obtained in [115], which
in turn fixes the Immirzi parameter to

γLQG ¼ log 3

π
ffiffiffi
8

p : ð110Þ

Also, we emphasize that the result jmin ¼ 1 has been
interpreted in [115] by assuming that the effective gauge
group of the spin networks to consider in LQG is SO(3)
(whose unitary representations are, in fact, labeled by
integers) instead of its covering (and normally adopted)
group SU(2).
The above considerations apply to the case where the

standard Boltzmann-Gibbs statistics is used for black holes.
However, nontrivial conclusions on the gauge structure of
LQG can be reached within Tsallis’ framework, as recently
suggested in [117]. To show how nonextensivity—and,
consequently, the GUP—affects black holes quasinormal
modes, let us recall that quasinormal mode frequencies ωn
for large damping are limited by [118]

Mωn ¼ 0.04371235þ i
4

�
nþ 1

2

�
; ð111Þ

with M and n being the mass of the black hole and a
non-negative integer, respectively. Moreover, the real
part wn ≡ Re½ωn� of these frequencies obeys wn ¼
log 3=ð8πMÞ [119].
Based on [119], one can assume that the variation ΔM in

the mass of the black hole equals the energy of a quantum
with frequency wn, i.e., ΔM ¼ ℏwn ¼ ℏ log 3=ð8πMÞ.
Combining this equation with the standard mass/area
relation A ¼ 16πM2 for a Schwarzschild black hole, we
get the corresponding surface change ΔA ¼ 4ℏ log 3. This
result can be used to relate the Immirzi parameter to the
value of jmin. According to Bohr’s correspondence princi-
ple, the oscillatory frequency of a classical system should
correspond to the transition frequency of the analog
quantum system. In the framework of LQG, the most
natural description of a black hole “transition” is in terms
of the appearance or disappearance of a puncture with
spin jmin. The ensuing change in the area of the black hole
can be quantified by Eq. (109) with j ¼ jmin, yielding in
the end

γLQG ¼ log 3

2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
jminðjmin þ 1Þp : ð112Þ

To infer the dependence of jmin in Tsallis statistics, we
should first evaluate the number of configurations in a
punctured surface, taking into account the multiplicity of
each state j. By resorting to Tsallis entropy, the following
expression is then obtained for the case of a microcanonical
ensemble [117]

jmin ¼
1

2

(	
1þ ð1 − qÞ A

4l2
p


 log 3

ð1−qÞ A
4l2p − 1

)
: ð113Þ
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Thus, nonextensivity introduces an extra degree of free-
dom, resulting in a different spectrum for jmin. Clearly, the
standard result jmin ¼ 1 is recovered in the q → 1 limit,
which in turn gives the value (110) of γLQG. Also, Eq. (113)
enables one to constrain departure from extensivity 1 − q.
Toward this end, we notice that the lowest (nonzero)
allowed spin jmin ¼ 1=2 is obtained, provided that

1 − q ≈ 1.37 4l2p
A , while jmin → ∞ for 1 − q → −4l2

p=A.
Using Eq. (21), we can now convert the q dependence of

jmin into a β dependence to see how GUP interfaces with
LQG. After some algebra, we are led to

jðβÞmin ¼
1

2

8>><
>>:
2
641þ βΔp2

�
3
m2

p
− A

2ℏ2

�
1þ 3β Δp2

m2
p

3
75
−2ℏ2 log 3

A

�
3

m2
p
þ 1

βΔp2

�
− 1

9>>=
>>;:

ð114Þ

In Fig. 3 we plot this expression as a function of β for a
micro black hole of area A ¼ 16πl2

p and for A ¼ 32πl2
p

(dashed grey lines are at the intersection with the usually
allowed (positive half-integers) values of the spin
jmin ¼ 1=2; 1; 3=2;…). Furthermore, we set the energy
scale to Δp ≃mp. For A ¼ 16πl2

p, constraints on non-
extensivity discussed above turn into the condition
jβj ∼Oð10−2Þ, which is consistent with the result in
Sec. [73] [see below Eq. (108)]. Notice that this estimate
is slightly reduced in the case of A ¼ 32πl2

p. In fact, the β
range can be shortened by increasing the area of the black
hole sufficiently. This implies that, for any physically
realizable black hole, a small departure from extensivity/
HUP-based QM is likely to account for a minimum spin
jmin ≠ 1. However, it must be observed that only the β < 0
scenario can accommodate jmin ¼ 1=2, since jmin > 1 as

far as one considers positive values of β (see Fig. 3).
Therefore, contrary to the result of [115], we conclude that
both SU(2) and SO(3) are possible gauge groups of the spin
networks of LQG in the presence of GUP.

2. Immirzi parameter

Based on Eqs. (112) and (114), let us also exhibit the
GUP-corrected expression of the Immirzi parameter

γðβÞLQG

¼ log3
π

8<
:
	
1−β

AΔp2m2
p

2ℏ2ðm2
pþ3βΔp2Þ


−4ℏ2 log3ðm2
pþ3βΔp2Þ

βAΔp2m2
p −1

9=
;

−1
2

:

ð115Þ

The behavior of γðβÞLQG versus β is plotted in Fig. 4 for
A ¼ 16πl2

p and A ¼ 32πl2
p. Some comments are in order

here. Though seemingly counterintuitive, we find that the
modified Immirzi parameter somehow depends on the
properties of the state through Δp. A possible explanation
is that since in our framework Tsallis statistics affects
quantum mechanics in a state-dependent way [see
Eq. (21)], it is then quite natural to expect that the counting
of microstates for a given system is such. In turn, given that
the Immirzi parameter is fixed by matching the semi-
classical black hole entropy and the counting of microstates
in LQG, one gets the conclusion. Furthermore, we notice

that γðβÞLQG correctly equals the expected limit (110) for

β → 0. Finally, the value γðβÞLQG ¼ log 3
π
ffiffi
3

p , corresponding to

jmin ¼ 1=2, is obtained for a small (negative) deviation of β
from zero for any realizable black hole, consistently with
what is stated above.

FIG. 4. γðβÞLQG as a function of β for A ¼ 16πl2
p (solid black

line) and A ¼ 32πl2
p (dashed blue line). We set the energy scale

to Δp ≃mp.

FIG. 3. Values of jmin as a function of β for A ¼ 16πl2
p (solid

black line) and A ¼ 32πl2
p (dashed blue line). We set the energy

scale to Δp ≃mp.
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D. Magueijo-Smolin DSR

It is interesting to note that the deformed commutation
relation (2) with β < 0 and magnitude (108) complies
nicely with Magueijo-Smolin DSR [10,11]. In a nutshell,
DSR is a theory that coherently tries to implement a second
invariant (namely,mp or equivalently lp) besides the speed
of light into the transformations among inertial reference
frames. The Magueijo-Smolin DSR model predicts that
the DCR should vanish at the Planck scale (thus physics
should become deterministic there), while at low energies it
approaches the conventional canonical commutator. In our
case, we indeed see from (108) that, for allowed cosmo-
logical times, the deformation parameter jβðtÞj monoton-
ically decreases with increasing t. This is consistent with
the expectation of the Magueijo-Smolin DSR model that β
should grow at high-energy scales so that at the Planck
scale the RHS of the commutation relation (2) vanishes.
Although such a behavior is quite encouraging, it is only
indicative, as we cannot extend the validity of our formal-
ism up to the Planck scale, since this would be at odds with
the presumed quasiclassical domain of validity.
Nevertheless, a quantitative comparison can still be done

by employing the DCR predicted by the Magueijo-Smolin
model. To keep our reasoning simple, it suffices to focus
on the one-dimensional problem, since in higher spatial
dimensions the DSR-inspired commutation relations are
compatible with spatial commutativity. To make the gen-
eralization introduced in Sec. VA consistent with the above
scenario, one should, in principle, account for an extra term
in Eq. (93) that still preserves rotational invariance and
complies with a precise prescription (as discussed, e.g., in
Ref. [102]). However, for the purpose of the upcoming
considerations, such a technical aspect can be safely
neglected, as it would not affect the validity of our result.
Let us introduce the Magueijo-Smolin deformed com-

mutation relation [11]

½x̂; p̂� ¼ ið1 − lpÊÞ; ð116Þ

with Ê denoting the energy operator. A straightforward
comparison with Eq. (2) and β < 0 shows that the two
DCRs can be related. Indeed, by reconstructing the energy
of a nonrelativistic system in Eq. (2) by suitably introduc-
ing the mass of the analyzed quantum system, we immedi-
ately deduce that the value of the deformation parameter
providing the exact match of the prediction associated with
the two distinct pictures is given by

β≡ βðmÞ ¼ mp

2m
: ð117Þ

One can also achieve this result by examining the
nonrelativistic limit of the DSR-inspired commutation
relations [120], and then comparing it to the GUP case.
Equation (117) encodes an interesting outcome. As a

matter of fact, in the framework of DSR, the invariance of

the scale (i.e., the Planck scale) at which quantum gravi-
tational effects are deemed to become relevant requires a
fundamental deformation of the action of Lorentz trans-
formations on momentum space. In particular, the ensuing
modified composition laws acquire a nonlinear character
[10,11], which renders the whole analysis highly nontrivial.
A consequence of this occurrence that is commonly
encountered in several quantum gravity candidate models
is related to the possibility of witnessing a nonvanishing
curvature in momentum space (see, for instance,
Refs. [121–127]), which is thus liable to be treated with
geometric tools stemming, e.g., from general relativistic
methods. In light of this observation, a first resemblance
between the Magueijo-Smolin DSR and GUP can already
be drawn at this stage. Indeed, in a series of recent
works [128,129] it was shown that GUP-inspired defor-
mations of the canonical Heisenberg algebra can be
reinterpreted in terms of a nonvanishing curvature in
momentum space, thereby making the aforesaid approach
compatible with DSR also from this standpoint.
On the other hand, themost compelling subject pairedwith

Eq. (117) and the DSR theoretical scheme is represented by
the so-called “soccer ball” problem [130–135]. In short, the
issue lies in thenonlinear behaviorofmomentumcomposition
law, which in principle does not prohibit the enhancement of
quantum gravitational corrections when composite systems
are accounted for; the more macroscopic the considered
system, the more pronounced this effect is expected to
become. However, since the macroscopic world we experi-
ence everyday exhibits no trace of quantum gravitational
signatures, there should be an explanation that motivates the
suppression of such a phenomenon. In this sense, Eq. (117)
might be viewed as a potential way out, since the inverse
proportionality between β and m conveys a reduction in the
magnitude of the deformations to the standard Heisenberg
algebra when the mass of the studied system increases (i.e.,
when the mesoscopic/macroscopic regime is approached).
This “inverse soccer ball” tendency is not entirely new in the
context of GUP, as it has already been pointed out in
Ref. [136]. Therefore, the problemoriginated by the nonlinear
momentum composition law might be solved by requiring
consistency between the predictions of the two distinct
deformations of the standardHeisenberg algebra. In so doing,
we would manage to achieve a foreseeable scaling depend-
ence on the size of the considered system regardless of the
nontriviality of the underlying momentum space, which
would thus be left untouched. More details on this topic
require further investigation and will be presented elsewhere.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have unified two seemingly unrelated
concepts, namely the generalized uncertainty principle and
Tsallis (thermo)statistics. On the one hand, the GUP strives
to explore the consequences of the existence of a minimal
length scale (be it fundamental or emergent). For this
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reason, it has a large number of both theoretical and
experimental implications, which range from early universe
cosmology and astrophysics to condensed matter theory
and quantum optics. On the other hand, Tsallis statistics is a
theoretical concept that accounts for systems with long-
range correlations or long-time memory, for which the
conventional central limit theorem does not apply. Again, it
has a large number of both theoretical and experimental
implications that span such fields as statistical physics,
thermodynamics, and complexity theory, with applications
ranging from condensed matter theory, fluid dynamics, and
social sciences to quantum information. A merger of the
two concepts presented here is intriguing from a conceptual
perspective for the following reasons:

(i) Modifications of quantum mechanics caused by
the existence of a minimal length scale (be it
fundamental or effective) is in the semiclassical
(decoherence) limit necessarily equivalent to Tsallis
statistics. This, in turn, provides a new methodology
for the study of GUP systems and, at the same time,
a new arena for Tsallis statistics.

(ii) Quantum mechanical systems in the decoherence
limit represent an ongoing field of intense research
in quantum information theory because decoherence
is the main impediment to the realization of devices
for quantum information processing, e.g., quantum
computers. It is thus important to get a handle on
how prospective GUP modifications to quantum
mechanics would influence decoherence-borne errors
in quantum information processing and sensing.

(iii) The decohered quantum regime is also known to be
pertinent in observational cosmology (a decoherence
description is supposed to be valid at the late-
inflation period—after the first Hubble radius cross-
ing, and perhaps even after its end during reheating).
Prospective GUP corrections should then be relevant
at these early epochs of the universe.

(iv) In Sec. II E we have noticed that the form (2) of the
GUP provides the leading-order approximation to-
ward Maxwell-Jüttner (i.e., relativistic) type defor-
mation of the uncertainty relation. However, it must
be said that Maxwell-Jüttner distribution only rep-
resents the first naive approach to develop relativistic
statistical mechanics, as it arises from Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution with the classical energy-
velocity relation being replaced by its relativistic
counterpart. On the other hand, a self-consistent
relativistic statistical theory is one built upon the
Kaniadakis probability density function and ensuing
entropy [137–139]. The latter represents a one-
parameter modification of Boltzmann-Gibbs-
Shannon entropy, and it is naturally imposed by
Lorentz transformations (see also [140] for a recent
review of gravitational and cosmological applica-
tions in Kaniadakis statistics). Based on our result,

Kaniadakis’ probability amplitude should then
coincide with coherent states associated with a fully
relativistic version of GUP. Since GUP models in
relativistic theories are still controversial, we expect
that the recipe presented here could pave the way for
the correct formulation of relativistic GUP when
applied to the Kaniadakis statistics.

At the same time, advances prompted by the present
analysis are also expected in more practical/experimental
contexts as follows:

(i) Tsallis entropy with its entropy power are measur-
able quantities (there is a number of coding theorems
and communication protocols for them), and they
are indeed routinely used both in classical and
quantum information theory and in quantum optics.
So, the Tsallis entropy-power uncertainty relations
discussed here are experimentally accessible.

(ii) Inflation-based considerations discussed here not
only restrict a numerical value of the GUP defor-
mation parameter β, but the GUP semiclassical
regime predicts, e.g., a very specific polytrope state
equation for an inflaton field. A specific imprint of
this should be observed in the cosmic microwave
background radiation [109,110].

(iii) Postulating a similar GUP commutator between the
canonical variables of the electromagnetic field in
quantum optics, one can evaluate corrections to the
radiation pressure noise and shot noise in various
optomechanical systems in their semiclassical re-
gime, e.g., Michelson-Morley type interferometers.
These corrections might be experimentally ob-
served, e.g., in future advanced LIGO detectors.

To substantiate our point, we have employed here the
NTT to generalize Verlinde’s entropic force. Apart from
obtaining a modified Newtonian (basically Mannheim-
Kazanas) potential, we have argued that such a generali-
zation should be phenomenologically pertinent at the
late-inflation epoch. The corresponding dependence of the
GUP β parameter on cosmological time t has also been
derived for the reheating epoch. The β parameter inferred
in this way is consistent both with values predicted by
string-theory models and with the naturalness principle.
Moreover, we have shown that the dependence of β on t is
compatible with the Magueijo-Smolin doubly special
relativity scenario. Moreover, a more precise comparison
has revealed more similarities between the two approaches,
such as the common prediction of an underlying curved
momentum space. Interestingly, these contact points might
potentially represent the solution to a phenomenological
issue called “soccer ball” problem plaguing DSR, without
sacrificing the nontrivial geometry of momentum space.
Finally, within the context of the NTT, we have derived new
β-dependent expressions for the lowest possible value of
the spin and Immirzi parameter in loop quantum gravity.
We have shown that the β < 0 choice can easily
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accommodate jmin ¼ 1=2, while jmin > 1 provided one
works with positive values of β. This implies that both
SU(2) (which has been normally adopted) and SO(3)
(which has been claimed in [115]) are possible gauge
groups of LQG spin networks in the presence of GUP.
In passing we stress that the approach presented here

does not fit into the scheme known as Tsallis cosmology,
which makes use of Tsallis δ entropy rather than the
nonextensive q entropy discussed here. The reader inter-
ested in Tsallis cosmology should consult, e.g., [141–143].
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APPENDIX A: EIGENSTATES OF THE
POSITION OPERATOR

Since the generalized commutator between position and
momentum takes the form (2), the planewaves are no longer
eigenstates of theoperator x̂ in themomentumrepresentation
and of p̂ in the position representation. This in turn means
that wave functions in position and momentum representa-
tion are not connected via a Fourier transform. To see how
they are related, let us first consider the eigenstates of the
operator x̂ in the momentum representation. These are given
by solving the following eigenvalue equation:

x̂hpjxi≡ xψxðpÞ ¼ iℏ

�
d
dp

þ β

m2
p
p2

d
dp

þ β

m2
p
p

�
ψxðpÞ;

ðA1Þ
which can be equivalently rewritten as

d
dp

ψxðpÞ ¼
�
x − iℏ β

m2
p
p
�

iℏ
�
1þ β

m2
p
p2
�ψxðpÞ: ðA2Þ

The solution is of the form

ψxðpÞ ¼ Ax
e
−ixmp arctan

�
p
ffiffi
β

p
=mp

�
=ℏ

ffiffi
β

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p þ p2β
q ; ðA3Þ

for positive β, and

ψxðpÞ ¼ Bx
e
−ixmparctanh

�
p
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mp

�
=ℏ

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p − p2jβj
q ; ðA4Þ

for negative β (i.e., β ¼ −jβj).
In the following, we discuss the two cases β > 0 and

β < 0 separately.

1. Negative β case

In this case, ψxðpÞ is not quadratically integrable, since

kψxk2 ¼ hxjxi ¼ jBxj2
Z

mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp
m2

p − p2jβj
¼
n
z ¼ mparctanhðp

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p o
¼
�jBxj
mp

�
2
Z

∞

−∞
dz ¼ ∞: ðA5Þ

The ensuing scalar product for two eigenstates is

hx0jxi ¼ jBxj2
Z

mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp
e−iðx−x

0Þmparctanhðp
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ=ℏ

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

m2
p − p2jβj

¼
�jBxj
mp

�
2
Z

∞

−∞
dz e−iðx−x0Þz=ℏ

¼
�jBxj
mp

�
2

2πℏδðx − x0Þ: ðA6Þ

Therefore, we can set Bx ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

p=2πℏ
q

. In Ref. [79] it was

shown that the x̂ operator is self-adjoint when an appro-
priate (and in a sense natural) domain is chosen.
In passing, we should note that, although continuous

observables such as x̂ or p̂ are routinely employed in
quantum theory, they are really unphysical idealizations:
the set of possible outcomes in any realistic measurement is
always countable, since the state space of any apparatus
with a finite spatial extent has a countable basis. In turn, our
reasoning related to β < 0 should thus be understood in this
mathematically idealized sense—as donewith conventional
Heisenberg p-x uncertainty relations.

APPENDIX B: CONNECTION BETWEEN WAVE
FUNCTIONS IN MOMENTUM AND POSITION

REPRESENTATION

In this appendix, we discuss the connection between
wave functions in momentum and position representation
in the presence of the modified commutator (2).

1. Negative β case

In this case the position and momentum representations
of a wave function are related via the relation
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ψðxÞ ¼
Z mpffiffiffi

jβj
p

−mpffiffiffi
jβj

p
dpffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixmparctanhðp
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ=ℏ

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − p2jβj=m2

p

q ψ̃ðpÞ

¼
n
z ¼ mparctanhðp

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mpÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p o

¼
Z
R

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixz=ℏ
ψ̃ðmp tanhðz

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp Þ
coshðz ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

=mpÞ

¼
Z
R

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixz=ℏψ̄ðzÞ; ðB1Þ

where

ψ̄ðzÞ ¼ ψ̃ðmp tanhðz
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

=mpÞ=
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp Þ

coshðz ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞ

: ðB2Þ

Note that this formula is valid only forD ¼ 1 dimension. In
passing we can easily check that the analog of the Parseval-
Plancherel theorem holds, namely,

Z
R
dxjψðxÞj2 ¼

Z
mp=

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dpjψ̃ðpÞj2

¼
Z
R
dzjψ̄ðzÞj2 ðB3Þ

or equivalently kψk2 ¼ kψ̃k2 ¼ kψ̄k2.
Note also that from the last line in (B1), one can also

easily deduce that the momentum operator in the position
representation has the form

p̂ðxÞ ¼ mp tanh

�
−iℏ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mp

d
dx

�
=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
: ðB4Þ

It is straightforward to verify that the operator satisfies the
canonical commutation relation (2).
There is yet another interesting consequence of Eq. (B1):

namely, one can directly compute from it the corresponding
position-space coherent state. In particular, by using the
Tsallis probability amplitude (13) (i.e., the momentum-
space coherent state) we can write for the corresponding
position-space coherent state ψCSðxÞ that

ψCSðxÞ ¼ N
Z
R

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixz=ℏ

h
m2

p −m2
p

�
tanhðz ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

=mpÞ
�
2
i
m2

p=ð2jβjγℏÞ−1=2

cosh ðz ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
=mpÞ

¼ Nm
m2

p=ðjβjγℏÞ−1
p

Z
R

dzffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πℏ

p eixz=ℏ cosh
�
z
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
jβj

p
=mp

�
−m2

p=ðjβjγℏÞ

¼ Ñ

����Γ
�
m2

p=ðjβjγℏÞ
2

þ i
xmp

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

ℏ

�����2

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

mpΓð2m2
p=ðjβjγℏÞÞ

4π
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

ℏΓ4ðm2
p=ðjβjγℏÞÞ

s ����Γ
�
m2

p=ðjβjγℏÞ
2

þ i
xmp

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

ℏ

�����2: ðB5Þ

In the derivation we used the Ramanujan formula [86]

Z
∞

−∞
e−iξsjΓðaþ isÞj2ds ¼ 2π

22a
Γð2aÞ½coshðξ=2Þ�−2a ðB6Þ

that is valid for a∈ ð−1; 0Þ ∪ ð0;∞Þ. The normalization
factor on the last line of (B5) was obtained by employing
the Mellin-Barnes beta integral (cf., e.g., Refs. [144,145])

Z
∞

−∞
jΓðaþ ibsÞj4ds ¼ 2π

b
Γ4ð2aÞ
Γð4aÞ : ðB7Þ

In passing we note that the state ψCSðxÞ is an even-parity
state (as required), and, in addition, it belongs to the
Schwartz class; i.e., it decays rapidly at infinity along with
all derivatives.
For consistency we can now check that ψCSðxÞ from

Eq. (B5) provides a correct positional variance, which

together with the momentum variance deduced from
ψ̃CSðpÞ [cf. Eq. (29)] saturates the GUP (1). To this end
one can use the formula for the Fourier transform of
jΓðaþ ibsÞj4 [see [145], Eq. (274), p. 46] to show that

bΓð4aÞ
2πΓ4ð2aÞ

Z
∞

−∞
s2jΓðaþ ibsÞj4ds ¼ a2

b2ð1þ 4aÞ : ðB8Þ

If we now use from (B7) that a ¼ m2
p=ð2jβjγℏÞ and

b ¼ mp=ð2
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

ℏÞ, we get

ðΔxÞ2CS ¼
Z

∞

−∞
x2ψCSðxÞdx

¼ ℏm2
p

2m2
pγ þ ℏjβjγ2 ¼

ðΔpÞ2CS
γ2

; ðB9Þ
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where the last identity results from (20) and (28). This is
equivalent to the saturated GUP.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF THE
MEASURE μðx0; p0Þ

Here we derive the measure for the resolution of
unity (42). To this end we realize that the expression

Fða=2; 2zÞ≡
Z

a=2

−a=2
dy μ̃ðyÞjÑðyÞj2e2yz ðC1Þ

is the finite Laplace transform. The inversion formula for
the finite Laplace transform is given by the principal value
integral [146]

μ̃ðyÞjÑðyÞj2 ¼ 1

2πi
lim
R→∞

Z
cþiR

c−iR
e−syFða=2; sÞds: ðC2Þ

Here the integral is taken over any open contour Γ joining
the points c − iR and cþ iR in the finite complex s plane

as R → ∞. The arbitrariness of Γ stems from the fact
that Fða=2; sÞ is an entire function of s. In practice, the
integration is typically done along the vertical line
ReðsÞ ¼ c in the complex plane. In contrast to the usual
inverse Laplace transform, the value of c can be freely
chosen. So, in particular, (C2) is not necessarily related to
the Bromwich integral.
If we now demand that

Fða=2; 2zÞ ¼ mp

2πℏ2γ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp ðcosh zÞa; ðC3Þ

we should obtain, by inserting (C3) to (C2), the desired
measure μðx0; p0Þ. The actual integral that needs to be
evaluated in order to obtain the measure is

1

2πi
lim
R→∞

Z
cþiR

c−iR
e−sy

�
cosh

s
2

�
a
ds: ðC4Þ

By choosing c ¼ 0, we can rewrite (C4) in the form

1

π
lim
R→∞

Z
R

−R
e−i2syðcos sÞads ¼ 1

π
lim
n→∞

Xn
k¼−n

Z ðkþ1=2Þπ

ðk−1=2Þπ
e−i2syðcos sÞads

¼ 1

π
lim
n→∞

Xn
k¼−n

ð−1Þkae−i2kπy
Z

π=2

−π=2
e−i2syðcos sÞads

¼ 1

2a
lim
n→∞

Xn
k¼−n

e−ikπð2y�aÞ Γðaþ 1Þ
Γð1þ a

2
þ yÞΓð1þ a

2
− yÞ

¼ 1

2a−1

X∞
k¼−∞

δð�2yþ a − 2kÞ Γðaþ 1Þ
Γð1þ a

2
þ yÞΓð1þ a

2
− yÞ

¼ 1

2a−1

X∞
k¼0

δð�2yþ a − 2kÞ Γðaþ 1Þ
Γð1þ kÞΓð1þ a − kÞ ; ðC5Þ

where on the second line we have set R ¼ ðnþ 1=2Þπ, on
the fourth line we have used the identity [147]Z

π=2

−π=2
e−isyðcos sÞads

¼ π

2a
Γðaþ 1Þ

Γ½1þ 1
2
ðaþ yÞ�Γ½1þ 1

2
ða − yÞ�

¼ π

2a

�
a

1
2
ðaþ yÞ

�
ðC6Þ

(the last line represents the generalized binomial coeffi-
cient), on the fifth line we have employed Poisson’s
summation formula [148]

X∞
k¼−∞

δðx − kTÞ ¼ 1

T

X∞
k¼−∞

exp

�
�i

2π

T
kx

�
; ðC7Þ

and, finally, on the last line, we have taken advantage of the
fact that Γð1þ kÞ has poles when k is a negative integer.
By inserting (C5) into (C1), we can verify that the

desired ðcosh zÞa term is indeed the solution of the integral.
To see this explicitly, consider the upper sign in (C5). We
first notice that (C5) can be rewritten as

1

2a

X∞
k¼0

eða−2kÞ
∂

∂2y

�
a

k

�
δðyÞ ¼

	
cosh

�
1

2

∂

∂y

�

a
δðyÞ: ðC8Þ

By coupling this result with the identity [148]
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e2zy
	
cosh

�
1

2

∂

∂y

�

a
δðyÞ ¼ δðyÞezyðcosh zÞa

¼ δðyÞðcosh zÞa ðC9Þ

[which can be checked term-by-term by Taylor expanding
the exponent in (C8)], we can write (C1) asZ

a=2

−a=2
dyμ̃ðyÞjÑðyÞj2e2yz

¼ mp

ið2πÞ2ℏ2γ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp Z

a=2

−a=2
dy e2yz

× lim
R→∞

Z
cþiR

c−iR
ds e−sy

�
cosh

s
2

�
a

¼ mp

2πℏ2γ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp Z

a=2

−a=2
dy δðyÞðcosh zÞa

¼ mp

2πℏ2γ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp ðcosh zÞa; ðC10Þ

which is indeed Fða=2; 2zÞ. Wewould get the same result if
we had begun with the lower sign in (C5).
In view of the explicit form of jÑðyÞj2 [see Eq. (39)],

we get for the measure

μðx0; p0Þ ¼ μðp0Þ ¼ μ̃ðyÞ

¼ 1

2πℏ
1

½1 − ð2ya Þ2�
X∞
k¼0

δð�yþ a=2 − kÞ; ðC11Þ

with y∈ ð−a=2; a=2Þ. In (C11), any sign convention can be
used. The resolution of unity thus reads

1 ¼
Z
R
dx0

Z
mp=

ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p

−mp=
ffiffiffiffi
jβj

p dp0 μðp0Þjψ ; p0; x0ihψ ; x0; p0j

¼ ℏγ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

mp

Z
R
dx0

Z
a=2

−a=2
dy μ̃ðyÞjψ ; y; x0ihψ ; x0; yj

¼
Z
R
dx0
X
k¼0

ℏγ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

2πℏmp

ða
2
Þ2

kða − kÞ jψ ; k; x0ihψ ; x0; kj

¼
Z
R
dx0
X
p0

Δp0

2πℏ
jψ ; p0; x0ihψ ; x0; p0jh

1 − p2
0
jβj

m2
p

i : ðC12Þ

Since δð�yþ a=2 − kÞ implies that only contributing
values of p0 are ∓ mp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp � kγℏ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

=mp, we have

that the difference between two neighboring values
of p0 is

Δp0 ¼ Δk
γℏ

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
mp

¼ γℏ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp

mp
: ðC13Þ

With this we may write

X
k

� � � ¼
X
k

Δk � � � ¼
X
p0

Δp0

mp

γℏ
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp � � � ; ðC14Þ

wherep0 is discretewith values−mp=
ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp þkγℏ

ffiffiffiffiffiffijβjp
=mp.

This fact was used on the last line of (C12). It is important
to bear in mind that the Cauchy principal value integral
should be utilized in the p0 integral in (C12) in order to see
that the end point singularities are integrable.
Note that in the jβj → 0 limit (C12) reduces to

1 ¼
Z
R
dx0

Z
R
dp0

1

2πℏ
jψ ; p0; x0ihψ ; x0; p0j; ðC15Þ

and hence,

μðp0Þjjβj→0 ¼
1

2πℏ
; ðC16Þ

which is the conventional value for (normalized)
Schrödinger wave packets.
Should we have worked with states that are not normal-

ized to unity (which is typical, e.g., for Glauber CSs [81]),
we could assimilate the normalization factor to the
measure, in which case we would have obtained
[cf. (39) and (C11)]

μðx0; p0ÞNN ¼ μðp0ÞNN ¼ μ̃ðyÞNN
∝

ffiffiffi
a

p
2a

Γðaþ 1ÞP∞
k¼0 δð�yþ a=2 − kÞ

Γ
�
1þ a

2
þ y
�
Γ
�
1þ a

2
− y
� ;

ðC17Þ

which in the jβj → 0 limit reduces to

μðp0ÞNN;jβj→0 ∝ exp

�
−
p2
0

γℏ

�
; ðC18Þ

as one would expect.
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